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In this learning project, I explored a tiled lidar dataset (San Francisco State University 

Golden Gate LiDAR, [hereafter referred to as GG LIDAR,] published August 12, 2011), 

downloaded from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) site at http:\\lidar.cr.usgs.gov\ . 

Per the metadata, the tiles are classified lidar 1500 m X 1500 m tiles with buffered 1 m 

breaklines embedded. “These lidar data were collected to support topographic and hydrologic 

mapping, floodplain analysis, structure extraction, and vegetative analysis. The purpose of this 

project was to produce a highly detailed and accurate map as a management tool” (GG LiDAR, 

2011). These data are edited and classified as 2 (bare-earth, ground), 4 (vegetation), 7 (noise) 9, 

and (water).  

 Initially, I qualitatively compared the lidar using ArcInfo’s LAS dataset viewer, a 3D 

Analyst extension, at four locations. I noticed that one could see wave patterns along the coast, 

observing refraction patterns and the effectiveness of the Pillar Point Harbor near Half Moon 

Bay (Figure 1). I also noticed some vertical lines of data near harbors, as well as the 3D 

capabilities to display structures (Figure 2). While trying to draw profiles, I noticed that the 

location is very important for determining what is displayed. For example, if one draws a profile 

down the middle of a bridge or building, that profile is very different from one drawn along the 

edge of such structures. In essence, the sides of the structures reflect the light, enabling one to 

visualize the side elements of the structure (Figures 3 and 4). 

However, my true goal was to produce a map of debris-flow susceptibility, similar to 

ones that I produced prior to and following a catastrophic storm event in January 1982 (Smith, 

1977; 1988). One of the maps from that study appears here as Figure 5. In a previous course, I 

used 10-meter DEM data to generate a similar map, but more-detailed data may yield a more 

precise map (Figure 6).  
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Figure 1. Wave effects in the ocean near Pillar Point Harbor. The refraction is evident around the 
nearshore rocks at the bottom left center of the image. The waves diminish on the shore side of 
those rocks and are eliminated inside the breakwater. 
 

 

 
Figure 2. San Francisco urban scene depicts the Ferry Building (center with small clock tower), 
Embarcadero Center (line of tall buildings at left), and other buildings. Two vertical lines in this 
image show pulses and probably are caused by strobes on buoys near the ferry dock. 
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Figure 3. Profile of western span of San Francisco Bay Bridge. The data are from the 
southeastern edge of the bridge. Had the profile been drawn along the centerline of the bridge, 
one would not see the suspension cables and lights that are along the edge of the roadway. 
 

 

Figure 4. Transamerica Pyramid and neighboring buildings. The middle of the pyramid appears 
black because the profile was drawn through the mid-section, so there are no side reflections. 
The transect includes sides of neighboring buildings and the sides of the upper-most pyramid. 
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Figure 5. Debris-flow susceptibility map from Smith (1988). This map was hand-drawn based on 
interpretation of several years of aerial photographs and field investigations following a major 
debris-flow event in January 1982.  

Figure 6. Draft debris-flow susceptibility maps generated using 1 ArcSec (left) and 1/3 Arcsec 
DEM data from USGS (Smith, 2012). The larger pixels in the image at left result from the 30-
meter resolution image versus the 10-meter resolution at right. Slopes less than 20 degrees do not 
produce debris flows in this region, but that mask has not been imposed here to make the pixel 
size more obvious. Dots indicate mapped debris flows by age (after Smith, 1977).  
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 In general, the process for generating a map similar to that in Figure 5 requires a DEM, 

hillshade, slope, aspect, and curvature maps, as well as either stream order or a flow 

accumulation product. My first challenge was understanding how to convert the lidar data into a 

suitable DEM surface so that the slope, aspect, and other products can be generated. According 

to Summerling (2011), there are three primary approaches to using lidar data in ArcGIS 

(Table 1). 

Table 1. Options for using lidar data in ArcGIS. 

Options Best For Pros/Cons 

LAS dataset 
viewer (3D 
Analyst extension)  

Producing 2D and 3D views, 
profiles, and movies  

Pro: Easiest to produce. Con: Limited 
by disk storage  

Produce elevation 
rasters  

When only one or a few 
surfaces are needed (i.e., 
ground elevation, tree height)  

Pro: LAS data can be removed after 
rasters are produced. Cons: Must be 
regenerated if LAS data are updated. 
Buildings and dense canopy often 
create holes that require additional 
processing.  

Produce a 
geodatabase 
terrain with the 
LAS to Multipoint 
tool  

Useful for producing point 
density maps; however, if  
ground and/or canopy analysis 
is needed, separate features 
classes are required.  

Pro: Most versatile; organizes data for 
quick analysis; not static; can be edited 
and updated. 

 

For my initial efforts, I opted to try producing a DEM surface using the Multipoint to 

Raster tool. The first step in the process is to determine the average point spacing using the Point 

File Information tool in 3D Analyst (Figure 7). For the 12 Montara Mountain tiles, the average 

point spacing is 0.50 for all classes in the file). However, when examining only the ground 

points, the spacing ranged from 0.87 to 1.60 (Figure 8). Of those ground class values, two tiles 

averaged 1.59 point spacing, while the others averaged 1.03); the overall average was 1.12. 
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Figure 7. Point Information tool settings. 

 

Figure 8. Statistics for Class 2 (ground) points in LAS files. 
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Regarding the the LAS to Multipoint tool, Summerling (2011) states that one of the 

required parameters is the “ground spacing,” class code to be extracted, coordinate system, and 

“Input Return Values.” In my initial trial, I used the average point spacing for all codes (0.5). 

This produced a raster that had numerous holes that I filled using raster calculator. Because 

Carter, Schmid, Waters, Betzhold, Hadley, Mataosky, and Halleran, (2012) suggest that a 

hillshade is useful for detecting small variations in elevation data in a quality review process, I 

produced a hillshade, which had a rough or pitted looking surface in areas that had significant 

tree cover (Figure 9). On re-reading, I decided to recreate the DEM using a larger spacing. That 

process is summarized below. 

 

Figure 9. Initial trial using 0.5 as point spacing for raster produced an unnatural-looking, pitted, 
hillshade output. 
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 For the LSA to Multipoint tool, I specified the following: 

 Input folder: J:\LiDAR_Proj\Quads\MM\ldata 

 Output Feature Class: J:\LiDAR_Proj\Quads\MM\output\MMlidar.gdb\MM_Ground3 

 Average Point Spacing: 1.12 

 Input Class Codes: 2 

 Input Returns Values: ANY_RETURNS 

 Coordinate System: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N 

 File suffix: las 

 Z factor: 1 

This produces a file showing point locations (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10. Point locations from LAS to Multipoint tool. Structures and trees are evident in the 
voids. 
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 Summerling (2011) indicates that if the only data source is the lidar dataset, then a raster 

is a simple output to handle many tasks. However, such a raster may not produce a high-quality 

result. Holes in the data will appear where buildings or forest prevents the laser from hitting the 

ground. In the case of this project, buildings are mostly in relatively flat areas, while the focus is 

on analyzing potential hillslope sources. However, forests could cause a rough surface, as in 

Figure 9. The question is whether using the larger average point spacing produced a smoother 

raster. Settings used are displayed in Figure 11. Cell Assignment Type = MEAN is used typically 

for ground surfaces. The Cell size value typically is four times the average point spacing rounded 

up to the nearest whole value. The raw output (Figure 12) shows numerous holes. Crwaford 

(2008) suggests that these holes be filled using the raster calculator. An up-to-date formula for 

this task is Con(IsNull("point2ras"),FocalStatistics("point2ras",NbrRectangle(3,3), 

"MEAN"),"point2ras"), where point2ras is the name of the raster output file (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 11. Point to Raster tool parameters 
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Figure 12. Output DEM from Point to Raster tool. 

.

 

Figure 13. Use Raster Calculator to fill holes in the DEM. 
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Output from one pass of the Raster Calculator filled most holes in the DEM (Figure 14; 

compare with Figure 12). A second pass filled all but the largest holes (such as the building in 

the upper right of this view). Using the hillshade tool produced Figure 15. Because the output 

was not significantly improved (see Figure 9), I decided to abandon the Point to Raster approach 

and instead try the geodatabase approach described by Summarling (2011).  

 

Figure 14. Output from one pass of the Raster Calculator. 
 

 The geodatabase approach requires using ArcCatalog to create a new feature dataset in a 

geodatabase. The process is to access the File menu in ArcCatalog, click New > Feature Dataset, 

set the coordinates to the same as that of the LAS files (NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N in this 

case), set the Z coordinate to match (North America, NAD_1983), accept the defaults on XY, Z, 

and M tolerance, and click Finish. Next, use the LAS to Multipoint tool to load the LAS data into 

the Feature Dataset (see p. 9 for parameters), then exit ArcMap.  
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Figure 15. Second attempt using the larger average point spacing did not improve the output 
significantly (compare with Figure 9). 
 

The next step is to use ArcCatalog to create a Terrain using the newly created feature class. The 

Pyramid Type settings used are Window Size, Z Minimum (appropriate for DEMs), Secondary 

thinning method None. After creating the terrain, the TIN can be viewed in ArcMap (Figure 16).  

 

Figure 16. TIN of terrain model. 
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Crawford (2008) describes the process of creating a DEM raster from the terrain model. 

Using the Terrain to Raster tool, set the input and output locations; output data type = FLOAT. 

Crawford recommends using NATUAL_NEIGHBORS as the method, with a cell size based on 

the point spacing (I chose 4). Unlike the Point to Raster approach described earlier, this process 

produced a DEM that had no obvious holes. However, generating a hillshade still produced a 

rough surface in forested areas (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17. Hillshade of DEM produced by Terrain to Raster tool. 
 

After some additional tests wherein I changed various paramaters during the terrain 

creation and terrain to raster process, I decided that the those changes had little effect other than 

eliminating a few details when I selected a level 2 raster rather than a level 1 raster. So, I 

concluded that the raster may require generalization. A review of information on the ESRI 
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website plus a tip from the instructor, Nate Jennings, suggested that kriging might produce a 

useful surface. However, Desmet (1997) examined the effects of interpolation errors on DEMs 

and determined that spline interpolation might be better than kriging for a process that involves 

analysis of upslope areas, slope gradients, curvature, and erosion processes.  

To expedite the processing, I decided to test the process on a new dataset that included 

only one lidar tile. Inputs for the Spline tool are the name of the LAS feature class file, the output 

file name, Z value field = Shape.Z, Output Cell Size = 5, Spline type = Regularized, Weight = 

0.1, Number of Points = 12 (those last two are the default values for the tool). The output 

(Figure 18) was disappointing, although it only took about four minutes to produce. Again, a 

rough-looking hillshade displayed pits; the curvature tool yielded a mishmash of varied colored 

cells rather than what one might expect in the headwaters of a stream, and the flow accumulation 

analysis suggested that there are high points in the streams that interrupt the flow. 

 

Figure 18. Hillshade from a raster created with the Spline tool. 
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Figure 19. Flow accumulation tool results suggest that there are downstream points in the raster 
that are higher than upstream points, interrupting the flow. 
 

I have not yet tested the kriging tool using similar parameters on the same data  (Z value 

field = Shape.Z, Output Cell Size = 5, Semivariogram properties: Spherical; Search Radius = 

Variable 12), so I do not know whether that will solve the issue. However, while the spline tool 

completed the raster creation in only a few minutes, the kriging tool still is running after 24 hours 

of processing.    

 

Conclusion 

At this point, I have not completed as much as I had hoped, but I have learned quite a bit 

about some ArcGIS tools that produce DEMs from lidar data. First, the LAS viewer can produce 

some very interesting art-like views and provide insights about the lidar data. Second, while 

producing a raster from lidar using the Point to Raster tool is a quick process, it leaves holes that 
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may not be desirable. If one instead takes the time to create a geodatabase, feature dataset, and 

terrain, then one has more options (terrain to raster tool, kriging tool, spline tool, etc.). However, 

processing can take hours, especially for the kriging tool. My attempts to use the tool have so far 

failed, crashing my computer both times, once after more than 24 hours of processing. 

Another issue might be the lidar data itself. If breakpoints between ground data and 

vegetation are incorrect, then some shrubs and brush might appear to be high ground points, 

contributing to a rough-appearing terrain. However, I suspect that I simply need more testing of 

parameters; increasing the number of points used for spline and kriging will increase the 

processing time but may resolve some of the problems. At this point, the outputs from my 2012 

study using the USGS 1-ArcSec DEM appear more reasonable than the products I have 

generated so far during this study.  

Having said that, even with the rough terrain outputs, one can fairly easily spot scalloped 

shaped areas on slopes that most likely are sources of past debris flows. Thus, the tool is useful 

for precisely locating sites of debris flows that one can see on aerial photographs and may 

suggest older debris flow sources that now are obscured by brush and trees. The latter might be 

verifiable in a field visit. 
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